
Friends, 
I have the last essay in the Fall issue of NORTHERN WOODLANDS. It's the usual back 

page essay. They are all called "A Place in Mind." If you don't subscribe to NORTHERN 

WOODLANDS and want to read the essay anyway, simply look below. yrs, David 

 

 A Place in Mind: Bear Swamp 

  

I've lived in the same place for more than 45 years. My down-country friends tell me that's 

some kind of record. To be precise, but not too precise, my wife and I live in the southwest 

corner of the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont. We live just up the hill from the great and 

remote, wild and lonely Bear Swamp. There are lots of Bear Swamps in northern New 

England, but this is our Bear Swamp. 

  

I've got a friend who was taking pictures from an airplane one day and shot what he called 

"the wildest spot I'd ever seen in Vermont". He sent it to me on a card and wondered where 

it was. It was our Bear Swamp. 

  

Two friends from Montreal and I have been among the few people to canoe down that 

stream before the new spring growth of the alders makes it all but impassible. And even at 

that, you have to portage over one beaver dam after another. The alders make it so 

forbidding and inaccessible almost no one ever ventures into our Bear Swamp. 

  

When we came here in the late 1960s, our neighbors just down the hill were Frank and Eva 

Colgrove. They were true hill farmers, the real thing: both of them born and raised on this 

hill; they heated with wood, milked about 15 Jersey cows, had a huge garden, raised a pig, 

ate the cows as they came off the line, sugared, and Eva put everything by, two big freezers 

full, plus she canned everything you can think of, including wild cranberry jelly, picked from 

the plants in Bear Swamp, and made head cheese from the meat in the pig's skull and 

dandelion wine, too. When we were barely 30, Frank and Eva were our mentors and 

friends. They were models of conservation, living examples of the old New England adage: 



Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without.  

  

Both Frank and Eva have died, and their place, one of the most beautiful places on earth, 

was put up for sale. We imagined the worst: somebody would make a killing on the farm, 

and wouldn't it be the perfect place for a bunch of condos? Luckily, the economy tanked and 

Jim Ryan came along and bought the place. Three years ago, Jim and his partner, Katie, 

started an organic farm: cows, pigs, chickens, two greenhouses, and every kind of 

vegetable you can think of. How could we be so lucky? 

  

We are now the old couple up the road and that feels strange. But rather than pass on old 

ways, we are learning new approaches to organic gardening and preserving land, not only 

from Jim and Katie but from all the other kids we have come to know.  

  

Around harvest time Jim and Katie have a big party--they call it Swamp Fest--out back of 

their house among their gardens. They invite all the carpenters and their families who have 

worked on the place, patrons of the farm, all the neighbors for miles around, and everybody 

else they can think of. Maybe a hundred people come, from babes in arms to eighty-five 

year olds. First, supper: potluck. Tons of great food, every kind you can imagine, headlined 

by crock-pots full of pulled pork and baked beans. Plus scores of desserts. And when 

supper is done and it's getting dark, Jim and Katie turn on the little white lights they've 

strung gracefully everywhere. There are tents out in one of the fields for those spending the 

night. There is an enormous bonfire and a band that plays well into the next day, the music 

floating out over Bear Swamp and up the hill to our house. 

  

This essay began with the great and remote, wild and lonely Bear Swamp, one of the most 

remote places in Vermont, but what I've done so far is talk about people, which says 

something about northern New England. In this part of America there is, and has been for 

centuries, an intimate connection between wildness and people, a shared love of place, an 

experience of wilderness and human community. And that is the reason I live here. 

 DAVID BUDBILL is a poet and playwright.   


